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 Monthly Insights 

Global growth appears to be approaching an inflection point, whereby the 

consequences of monetary policy tightening, fading support from US tax cuts and 

rising trade and geopolitical tensions threaten to slow activity in 2019. Regionally, 

however, growth should benefit from the tailwind of increased oil production even as 

other headwinds remain challenging. 

 

 Global macro: Rising volatility is spreading from emerging to developed markets, raising 

questions about the sustainability of strong growth in 2019, with risks likely to outweigh 

opportunites for the foreseeable future.  

 GCC macro: The UAE has approved a long-awaited law allowing the federal government 

to issue sovereign bonds, even though we expect the consolidated budget to run a surplus 

in 2019.                  

 MENA macro: Iraq is edging closer to forming a government following elections in May, 

which could provide some much-needed policy direction. 

 Sub-Saharan Africa: Rapid political and economic change in Ethiopia will spur continued 

interest in one of Sub-Saharan Africa’s fastest-growing economies. 

 Interest Rates: UST yield curve to maintain its upward march despite rising trade 

tensions. 

 Credit Markets: Rising benchmark yields left GCC bonds weaker despite stable credit 

spreads. 

 Currencies: The dollar has run out of steam over the last month, proving unable to hold 

onto gains. The risk of a monthly close below the 50-month moving average for the first 

time since April, could signal the start of a longer downward trend for USD. 

 Equities: Global equities were lower over the last month as investors’ became wary of 

the lack of progress on key issues confronting markets since the start of the quarter.  

 Commodities: Gold markets have rallied in the wake of escalating diplomatic risks and 

a short-term correction in equity markets. We expect that recent gains will be sustained 

and increased going into 2019.  

Equity markets sink as yields soar 

 
    Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research. 
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Global Macro 

Global economy approaches inflection point 

Question marks about global economic growth are surfacing as 

equity markets come under pressure, and it is not only emerging 

markets that are getting hit. Weakness in emerging markets is 

beginning to contaminate developed ones, as the normalization of 

monetary policy around the world is finally picking up pace. The rise 

in US bond yields above 3%  was the catalyst for recent sharp 

moves lower in equities, but apart from this the IMF downgraded its 

growth outlook, highlighting that the global economy is approaching 

an inflection point as monterary tightening combined  with trade 

tensions could result in a much slower pace of economic growth.    
 

Equities fall as yields firmly crack 3% 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

IMF lowers its growth outlook 

The IMF lowered its forecast for global growth for this year and 

2019. It now expects the global economy to grow at 3.7% this year 

and in 2019, down from 3.9% projected three months ago. It was 

the first downgrade since July 2016. The Fund attributed the 

downgrade to rising trade confrontation and a sharper-than-

expected rise in interest rates. The IMF’s cut to its outlook was 

relatively modest and  broad-based. It downgraded the forecast for 

the US and China’s growth in 2019 to 2.5% and 6.2% respectively 

while the Eurozone’s projection was lowered by 0.2% to 2% for 

2018. 

 

…and warns of stretched valuations 

However, more importantly, the IMF said that if trade war tensions 

persists then it could take a significant bite out of global growth with 

output possibly falling by as much as 0.8% in 2020 and remain 0.4% 

below its trend line growth over the long-term. It is this realization 

that is causing markets to take fright, in addition to the awareness 

of stretched asset valuations also highlighted by the IMF.  

 

 

IMF downgrades growth forecasts 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Fed to raise rates again in December 

There is also the intangible ‘Trump factor’ which is finding its way 

into the market through higher oil prices, geopolitical risks and at 

times inconsistent policies. For example the loss of US leadership 

in maintaining the post-war consensus over the benefits of free trade 

is part of the problem, causing allies to question a whole range of 

assumptions about US policies, relationships and priorities. As If 

rising US interest rates were not enough, President Trump’s 

criticism of the Fed adds another dimension of uncertainty. Last 

week Mr Trump said the Federal Reserve was moving too fast with 

rate hikes, describing Fed policy under Jerome Powell as ‘crazy’, 

reiterating his longstanding criticism of the Fed. This criticism may 

be a turning point, however, if it appears to be an attempt to actively 

undermine Fed independence. This could cause investors to lose 

confidence in US economic policy at home, at a time when ‘America 

first’ policies abroad are threatening to undermine the international 

monetary system and potentially accelerate a process of ‘de-

dollarisation’. 
 

Risks to mount in coming months 

Running into the final months of the year, there are few signs that 

any of the issues behind the latest market sell-off are likely to 

disappear any time soon. If anything the coming months present 

more risks than opportunities. By actually increasing the running 

down of its balance sheet this month, the Fed is signaling that it 

intends to follow through on its pledge to raise interest rates once 

more this year, probably in December, and three more times in 

2019. Our view is that the Fed may pause in the middle of next year 

and not execute the last rate hike implied in its forecasts, as the US 

economy begins to slow down. Even so the President’s rhetoric 

around the Fed is only likely to grow the more he perceives the bull 

market and his economic legacy to be at risk from further rate hikes. 

The proximity to the mid-term elections only magnifies this 

likelihood, as with his rhetoric over trade and China.  What the mid-

terms then deliver in terms of results could also add to Mr Trump’s 

tendency to hit out at perceived enemies at home and abroad, 

extending the potential for volatility and increasing the doubts about 

the longevity of the economic cycle. 
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Trade tensions with China to escalate? 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Policy normalization to broaden next year 

Elsewhere the ECB also cut its pace of asset purchases last month 

and is promising to end them completely by the end of this year. 

This at a time when Eurozone growth is slowing down and an Italian 

budget stand-off threatens a repeat of earlier Eurozone debt and 

banking crises. Of course Brexit talks are another source of wider 

risk, while China’s handling of its own deleveraging remains 

problematic in the context of slowing growth there too. None of these 

issues appear likely to be resolved quickly or easily likely keeping 

the sensitivity of asset markets high as the year-end comes into 

view. 
 

While the IMF’s downgraded growth forecasts for next year look 

reasonable, they may actually turn out to be too cautious, as it is 

easy to anticipate a situation unfold where uncertainty on a number 

of fronts causes growth to deteriorate further. In the US for instance 

mortgage rates at 5% are likely to weigh on consumption, and 

manufacturing and exports could be hurt by the strong dollar. 

China’s growth may also be at risk of dropping by more in a 

deteriorating trade climate, while the European outlook is hostage 

to any number of imponderables of which Brexit is the most 

prominent.  
 

Tim Fox 

+9714 230 7800 
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GCC Macro: UAE update 

The UAE has approved a long-awaited law allowing the federal 

government to issue sovereign bonds.  The bonds are expected to 

be rated, and will give the central bank of the UAE more tools with 

which to manage liquidity in the interbank market.  In addition, the 

creation of a dirham benchmark yield curve should help with pricing 

corporate debt issuance.   

 

The 2019 federal government budget has recently been approved 

with a 17% rise in expenditure.  Traditionally, the federal 

government budget has been funded by transfers from the emirates, 

with Abu Dhabi contributing the largest share.  The ability of the 

federal government to issue debt to fund longer-term projects 

provides an alternative financing mechanism that should free up 

funds for the individual emirates to direct elsewhere. However, we 

note that the UAE does not need to issue debt to finance 

government spending – with oil prices likely to average around USD 

73/b this year and next, we project a consolidated fiscal surplus in 

2018 and 2019, even with the larger federal government budget and 

other initiatives announced by Abu Dhabi in recent months.  

UAE consolidated budget to move to into 
surplus  

 
Source: Haver Analytics, Emirates NBD Research 

 

The improvement in the UAE’s budget position (both current and 

forecast) has been due to higher oil prices – we have recently 

revised our forecasts for oil prices higher in 2018 and 2019 – as well 

as increased oil production.  Since June, the UAE has increased oil 

production by 150k b/d to over 3.0mn b/d in September (Bloomberg 

estimates).  If this level oil production is sustained through the end 

of the year, average oil output will be up 1% from 2017, contributing 

to higher budget revenues than had been anticipated at the start of 

the year.  We expect the UAE to boost oil production further in 2019, 

contributing to faster GDP growth as well as a wider budget surplus 

(2.2% of GDP).   

 

 

UAE oil production has increased 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

  

PMI survey data point to modestly slower private sector growth in 

Q3 2018 relative to Q2 and also compared to Q3 2017, with private 

sector employment declining on average in August and September.  

Staff costs (a proxy for wages) were flat in Q3 as well.  Overall, the 

survey data year-to-date supports our view that household 

consumption remains soft, and government consumption and 

investment, together with oil exports, are likely to be the main engine 

for growth over the next 12 months.     

 

Monetary indicators show that broad money supply growth remains 

muted at just 2.7% y/y in August.  M1 (cash in circulation and 

demand deposits) has contracted on an annual basis since May 

2018, indicating that higher government revenues from oil are yet to 

find their way into the cash economy.  Private sector credit growth 

has accelerated to 5.4% y/y in August from 0.8% y/y in December 

2017.   

UAE narrow money contracts 

 
Source: Haver Analytics, Emirates NBD Research 

 
Khatija Haque 
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MENA Macro: Iraqi 
government formation edging 
closer 

At the mid-point of the constitutionally sanctioned 30 days in 

which new Iraqi Prime Minister Adel Abul Mahdi has to form his 

cabinet, it is unclear as to the form the new government will 

take. Efforts to form a government of technocrats could be 

stymied by party political pressures, potentially setting back 

efforts to implement much-needed reforms and investment. In 

either eventuality, the recent rise in global oil prices, combined 

with a planned production boost, will give the ultimate 

government some leeway in boosting spending without 

dangerously raising public debt levels. 

 

New government on the horizon 

Following a protracted period of horse trading in the wake of 

inconclusive general elections in May, Iraq is closer to having a 

new government, but a shake-up to the system by the new prime 

minister could derail the process. On October 2, Barham Salih was 

elected president by parliament, who immediately nominated Adel 

Abdul-Mahdi as his prime minister. Abdul-Mahdi, who is seen as a 

compromise candidate for the major political forces, has the 

backing of both of the primary coalitions, but his plans to appoint 

his cabinet through an open application process rather than 

through the established points-based system of allotting positions 

to those parties which garnered the most electoral votes could see 

some pushback. Upon his appointment, Abdul-Mahdi established a 

website calling for suitable candidates to apply for positions, 

provided they met the constitutional requirements, with the window 

for applications closing on October 11. His team is now screening 

applicants with a view to putting the proposed cabinet before 

parliament for approval. 

Real GDP growth, % y/y 

 
Source: UN, Emirates NBD Research 

 

 

The depoliticisation of the cabinet-forming process is touted as a 

way by which to combat corruption, considered to have grown 

rampant under the existing system. However, an overt challenge to 

the patronage networks which have been established in recent 

years could see parliamentary pushback, and a rejection of his 

cabinet. In the instance that Abdul-Mahdi fails to form a government, 

and is not granted an extension, a new prime minister would be 

nominated to try. This would raise uncertainty over policy formation, 

potentially weighing on Iraq’s sovereign risk profile.  

Eurobond 2028 % yield 

Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Policy direction essential to ease protests 

A failure to quickly form a government would also set back much-

needed direction on investment in public services and 

infrastructure. This is especially pressing as Iraq has faced 

escalating street protests since July. These have focused on the 

southern city of Basra, where demonstrators have spoken out 

against a deterioration in public services in recent years, with 

water and electricity supply considered particularly defective. 

Accusations that corruption and neglect lie behind this led former 

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi to declare in September that he 

had asked the ‘Integrity Commission [the government’s anti-

corruption body] to launch an investigation into the delays that 

have affected a number of infrastructure projects in Basra and 

other southern provinces.’ Any perception that demonstrators’ 

concerns are not being seriously addressed by the new 

government could protract the protests, weighing on activity in 

Iraq’s second largest city. 

While oil production has not to date been affected, some 

companies have reportedly moved foreign workers out of Iraq 

owing to the risk presented by the protests. Any outage in oil 

production from Basra would have an impact on the economy at 

large, meaning that a resolution to the protests will likely be a 

priority for the new government. The previous government under 

Abadi pledged USD 3bn in emergency funds for Basra when the 

protests first started in July, but this has seemingly yet to 

materialise, held back by the political deadlock which has weighed 

on Iraq since the elections in May. The eventual delivery of 

significant aid to Basra, combined with funds already earmarked 
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for the redevelopment of cities damaged during the war with ISIS, 

such as Mosul, will see Iraqi government expenditure climb 20.0% 

and 9.4% in 2018 and 2019, according to our projections. 

Oil production, b/d ‘000 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 
 

Oil revenue boost will support emergency 

funding 

Despite our expectation of robust growth in public expenditure, we 

project that Iraq’s budget deficit will narrow over the next two years, 

from 6.6% of GDP in 2017 to 4.4% this year, and 4.0% next year. 

Public pressure to boost spending on public services and 

infrastructure will limit progress in drawing down the budget deficit, 

but Iraq will at least have room to increase spending without 

dangerously raising debt levels, thanks to the positive outlook for 

the oil sector. 

Budget balance 

 
Source: IMF, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Brent futures have been closing above USD 80/b for the first time 

since 2014 in September and October, and we forecast an average 

of USD 73/b this year and next – significantly higher than prices 

seen over the past several years. In addition, Iraq’s oil production 

has picked up modestly in recent months following the OPEC 

agreement in June to meet, rather than exceed, production curbs. 

Having set the 2018 budget on projected production of 3.8mn b/d 

and an oil price of USD 46/b, the average over the year to date of 

4.5mn b/d and USD 72.9/b, means the government should have 

considerable slack. The outlook for next year remains bullish, with 

oil minister Jabar al-Luaibi announcing at the end of September 

plans to boost the production of light crude to 1mn b/d in 2019, in a 

bid to bolster state revenues. 

 
Daniel Richards 
+971 4 609 3032  
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Sub-Saharan Africa: A political 
and economic seachange in 
landlocked East Africa 

The accession of Abiy Ahmed as prime minister of Ethiopia in 

April has heralded a political and economic seachange in the 

East African country. Already one of the fastest-growing 

economies in the world over the past several decades, and with 

the second-largest population in Africa, the prospect of 

improving relations at home and political détente abroad will 

help entice foreign investment as the economy liberalises. 

While unrest and pressing macroeconomic imbalances 

threaten to take the sheen off the story in the near-term, the 

medium-to-long-term prospects remain promising, and the 

country will likely attract significant foreign interest. 

 

Political détente 

Politically, there has been progress on long-standing sticking points 

both domestically and internationally since Abiy came to power. 

Ethiopia had been under a state of emergency since October 2016, 

owing to rising protests from Oromo groups over perceived 

marginalization and other grievances, but this was lifted by Abiy in 

June, following the prior release of thousands of political prisoners 

in May. At the same time, previously banned websites, television 

stations, and political organisations have been made available. 

Ethiopia’s sovereign profile has been vulnerable to domestic 

upheaval, and the outbreak of Oromia protests over the expansion 

of Addis Ababa in late 2015 led to yields on the 2024 eurobond rising 

to a peak of 9.7% the following February. These have fallen since 

then in line with decreasing risk, standing at 6.8% at the time of 

writing on October 15.  

 

Eurobond 2024 % yield 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Critics have said these new freedoms may have been pushed 

through too quickly, given that ethnic violence has risen in recent 

months, potentially driven by the return of political prisoners to their 

communities. However, with Abiy seemingly committed to finding a 

lasting settlement between different groups, and significant 

concessions having been granted to salve grievances, there 

appears scope for an improvement hereafter, and a commensurate 

improvement in the risk profile. Although we expect volatility to 

remain, and global pressure on EM generally could also exert 

upward pressure on bond yields, they remain shy of the series 

average of 7.1% despite the recent unrest. 

 

Meanwhile, there has been progress on an even more long-standing 

and seemingly intractable conflict internationally as Abiy has – 

together with his Eritrean counterpart Isaias Afwerki – managed to 

move the peace process between Ethiopia and Eritrea forward 

following decades of impasse. A series of meetings between the two 

leaders culminated with a new agreement signed in Saudi Arabia in 

September which, among other things, pledged respect for ‘each 

other’s independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity’ and 

declared that ‘The state of war between the two countries has ended 

and a new era of peace, friendship and comprehensive cooperation 

has started.’ This brings to an end over 20 years of sporadic conflict 

and closed borders between the two states, and has already led to 

a surge of activity between them. A lasting and comprehensive 

peace, allowing the free flow of goods across the borders, will help 

open up the two economies, not only to each other, but to the 

outside world also. 

 

Economic reforms equally critical 

There have been equally seismic economic reforms undertaken in 

Ethiopia under Abiy, as he has signaled a move away from the 

developmental state model which has been pursued so far, towards 

a more open economy with greater private sector participation. 

 

Real GDP growth, % 

 
Source: UN, IMF forecasts, Emirates NBD Research 

 

The developmental model has served Ethiopia well, as state-led 

investment has pushed real GDP growth over the 10 years to 2016 

to an average 10.2% per annum. Within this, gross fixed capital 

formation – which now accounts for over 40% of GDP by 

expenditure – has averaged y/y growth of 22.8% over the same 

period. From an overwhelmingly agrarian economy – agriculture, 

hunting & forestry still accounted for 42.8% of GDP by output in 

2010 – this investment has contributed to the rise in importance of 
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other sectors. Although agriculture retains an overweight position, it 

had fallen to 33.8% of GDP in 2016, while manufacturing rose from 

3.5% to 5.0% over the same period, and construction from 3.7% to 

8.8%. Chinese-funded investment into major infrastructure projects 

has been a key driver of this, with Chinese entities having loaned 

over USD 13bn over 2006 to 2015 according to the Financial Times. 

Ethiopia represents both a huge potential market for Chinese 

exports, and a source of low cost labour; a number of huge, publicly 

owned industrial parks have been launched in the past five years 

with a particular focus on fast fashion manufacturing. 

 

Components of GDP, % 

 
Source: Haver Analytics, Emirates NBD Research 

 

However, the cracks in this economic model have started to show, 

and rising public debt levels have combined with a foreign currency 

crunch to raise concerns over stability. Dollar inflows stalled as 

political unrest negatively affected remittances and FDI, even 

despite a sizeable 2017 ETB devaluation. This led FX reserves at 

the central bank to fall to as little as one month’s imports this year, 

leading the UAE to pledge support with a USD 1bn deposit at the 

central bank in June. A further USD 2bn was also promised by the 

UAE for investment in tourism, renewable energy and agriculture. 

 

ETB/USD 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

The urgent need to boost foreign exchange inflows has given Abiy 

the space to begin promoting his economic liberalisation model. This 

will allow private investors to buy stakes in government-owned 

companies including Ethio Telecom and Ethiopian Airlines, SSA’s 

largest carrier, among other sectors. South African telecoms 

behemoth MTN has already signaled its interest in entering the 

market. 

 

DP World well placed to benefit 

A peace dividend combined with an effectively managed 

privatisation and economic liberalisation programme could reap 

significant dividends for those prepared to invest in Ethiopia. The 

IMF projects that real GDP growth will continue to hover around the 

9.0% mark over the next three years, and a continued economic 

restructuring to boost other components of the economy could put 

this expansion on a more sustainable footing. There remain 

significant challenges given that the current account deficit will likely 

remain wide (-8.2% of GDP in 2016/17 according to IMF estimates), 

meaning that foreign exchange will remain an issue. 

Competitiveness is also a concern given persistent infrastructural 

challenges. However, with strong growth and a population of over 

100mn people the opportunities are significant. 

 

Djibouti port throughput, TEU ’000 

 
Source: UNCTAD, Emirates NBD Research 

 

UAE port operator DP World stands in a good position to capitalise 

on the Ethiopian story given its growing presence in the Horn of 

Africa region. While its operations at the Djibouti port of Doraleh are 

troubled at present (following the Djibouti government’s move to end 

the contract), the ports company has implemented a significant 

investment in the Somaliland facility of Berbera, where it won a 30-

year concession in 2016. These represent the two primary ports for 

maritime access to landlocked Ethiopia, and DP World is looking to 

complement its Berbera operations with investment in a logistics 

centre in Ethiopia. 

 

Daniel Richards 
+971 4 609 3032  
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Interest Rates 

The US Federal Reserve raised target rates by 25bps last 

month, causing the UST yield curve to maintained its upward 

march despite rising trade tensions and increasing 

expectations of the US economic growth to begin slowing next 

year. 

 

US Rates 

The US Federal Reserve raised target rates by 25bps to be between 

2.0% - 2.25% last month and revised their forecast for GDP growth 

in 2018 to 3.1% from 2.8% previously and that for 2019 to 2.5% from 

2.4% previously.  

 

While the trade tension with China remains elevated, its negative 

impact on the underlying GDP growth has so far been minimal. In 

fact it appears to be mildly positive, as exporters appear to be front 

loading activities ahead of the tariffs coming in effect.   

 

Though economic data has become increasingly strong and growth 

forecasts have been revised upward,we note that the Fed has not 

revised its dot plot upward since March last year.  

 

The Fed’s projection reflects one more rate hike in 2018, three in 

2019, one in 2020 and unchanged in 2021 with long term neutral 

rate at 3% while the market is currently pricing only three rate hikes 

between now and the end of the next year with a possible cut in 

2020. 

Market diverging away from the Fed 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

While we expect US GDP growth to lose momentum in 2019, for 

now, given the slightly hawkish shift in the personalities at the 

Federal Reserve, strong economic data and the Fed officials’s 

repeated rhetoric about continuing to normalize rates further, we 

think a rate hike in December is certain with at least two more next 

year.  

 

In view of the strong economic environment and lack of material 

shock event, it is logical to see the increase in UST yields. However, 

the speed and magnitude of this upward shift has taken many by 

surprise. Yields on 10yr USTs reached their seven year high at 

3.25% during the month and appear set to stay in the range of 3% 

to 3.5% over the next quarter or two.  

 

Responding to the Fed’s upward GDP growth revision, the UST 

curve steepened with the spread between the 2yr and 10yr 

treasuries almost doubling from 19bps last month to circa 35bps, 

though it has fallen slightly to 30bps now. This has elongated the 

time we expected for the spread to fall to 10bps from December this 

year to possibly March next year. 

UST 2-10yr spread 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

Global Rates 

Despite the ECB president, Mario Dragi’s comment about inflation 

to remain ‘vigourous’, core inflation in the Eurozone remained below 

1%. The ECB’s bond buying program will end this quarter but a rate 

hike is not expected until Q3 next year. However yield on German 

Bund increased 5bps last month, much in sympathy with the upward 

shift in UST yields and the uncertainty relating to the Italian budget 

which bears monitoring even though risks appear manageable. 

Yield on 10yr Italian sovereign bonds have increased nearly 75bps 

in the last one month to 3.54%. 

 

The process of separating the UK from the EU appears in stalemate 

position; however, ultimately a Brexit deal is expected to be done 

because the consequences of not doing a deal are very negative for 

all parties, not just the UK. No action is expected from the BoE until 

after the UK leaves the EU.  
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10Yr Government Bond Yields  

 Yield % 1M chg 3M chg 12M chg 

US 3.156 +16.2 +33.0 +88.5 

UK 1.606 +8.2 +33.8 +24.3 

Germany 0.493 +4.5 +15.7 +9.3 

Japan 0.132 +2.4 +10.3 +7.8 

Brazil 5.439 -72.7 -13.2 +87.7 

Argentina 9.618 +18.0 +130.7 +417.1 

Turkey 7.476 +1.1 +36 +248.2 

Source: Bloomberg  

 

Sentiment towards emerging market sovereign bonds remained 

weak as liquidity continue to tighten and threat of contagion remains 

high.  

 

That said, Brazilian government bonds outperformed, with 10yr yield 

tightening 73bps to 5.44%, as the Social Liberal Party’s strong 

performance in last month’s election increased the odds of a market 

friendly outcome. Sentiment is also improving on Argentina on the 

back of the country’s IMF deal. 

  

GCC Local Rates: continue to rise  

As is expected in any currency peg regime, GCC central banks, 

barring Kuwait followed suit with the Federal Reserve and raised 

their policy rates by 25bps respectively last month.  

 

Post the 2008 financial crisis, not all central banks in the GCC cut 

rates to the extent that the Federal Reserve did. Consequently 

they did not need to raise rates when the Fed Reserve began 

raising rates in 2015. However, as at last year local rates in the 

GCC are close to those on the USD and therefore most US rate 

hikes have been followed through with a like-for-like raise in the 

rates here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GCC Local Rate Hikes 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Though policy rates were raised, interbank rates which tend to be 

the benchmark used for the interest rate on most corporate lending 

in the region, increased more moderately owing to the improving 

liquidity in the local banking systems.  

GCC Central bank’s Repo Rates 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

In the UAE, the 3m EIBOR rate has increased only about 20 bps in 

the last four months from 2.46% in early June to 2.66% now while 

policy rates have increased by 50bps in response to the two Fed 

rate hikes during this period. Similarly 3m SAIBOR rate in the KSA 

has increased from 2.45% in early June to only 2.74% now, 

somewhat higher than the magnitude of increase in the UAE 

interbank rates, mainly because of the Saudi government continuing 

to borrow in the local market to fund its budget deficit which in turn 

soaks up liquidity in the KSA banking system. 
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Credit Markets 

Rising US interest rates left GCC bonds weaker during the 

month despite stable credit spreads. 

 

Global Bonds 

The rapid increase in USD benchmark yields left most hard currency 

credit bonds in the red last month. In response to the strong 

economic data and hawkish comments from the Federal Reserve 

officials, the UST yield curve recorded bear steepening with yield on 

2yr, 5yr, 10yr and 30yr US treasuries closing the month at 2.86% 

(+9bps, m/m), 3.02% (+14bps, m/m), 3.16% (+16bps, m/m) and 

3.35% (+23bps, m/m) respectively. 

 

Credit spreads on global bonds staged a mixed performance during 

the month. Despite the strong economic background, US corporate 

bonds suffered from fears of negative impact of tarrifs, rising funding 

costs and higher energy prices on their earnings. Upcoming US mid 

term elections added to the uncertainty and a generalized risk 

aversion. European corporate bonds, particularly the IG segment 

also remained under pressure as liquidity continues to wane on the 

back of reducing ECB bid. However, credit spreads on emerging 

market bonds recovered a little from their previously oversold 

position as the pace of USD strengthening against the EM 

currencies slowed a little. 

 

Total return on US IG corporate bonds was a loss of -0.85% during 

the month followed the loss of -1.3% on the Aggregate European 

bond index. In contrast, total return on USD emerging market bond 

index was a gain of +0.1%, mainly attributed to the higher coupon 

collection with average yield on EM bonds being well over 5.8% 

now. 

Global Corporate Bond OAS (bps) 

  OAS 1M chg 3M chg 12M chg 

US IG Corp 109 +1 -8 +11 

US HY Corp 344 +27 -6 +2 

EUR IG Agg 76 +14 +3 +112 

USD EM Agg  286 -17 -1 +45 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

GCC Bonds – Secondary Market 

GCC bonds are benefiting from technical as well as fundamental 

factors. On the technical front, JP Morgan’s recent decision to 

include GCC sovereign and quasi bonds into their EMBI index from 

January next year has increased the bid for GCC bonds which is 

underpinning credit spreads tightening. The EMBI index will 

gradually add debt issued by the Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, 

Saudi Arabia and the UAE governments and their 100% government 

owned agencies in its constituents. About USD 167 billion of debt 

from the GCC is to be added, representing circa 12% of the index. 

This could trigger capital inflow of circa USD 30bn to 45bn into the 

GCC bond market between now and the summer of 2019. We think 

the inclusion of the GCC bonds and sukuk in the EMBI index will not 

only lower funding costs for the issuers but also support overall debt 

issuance, which ultimately will be positive for the regional economic 

growth. 

 

On the fundamental front, rising oil prices are helping stablise the 

credit quality of the GCC issuers and is reducing the governments’ 

funding needs. Consequently, CDS spreads on GCC sovereigns 

have tightened somewhat in the recent month with 5yr CDS on 

Qatar and Abu Dhabi closing the month at 77bps (-3bps, m/m) and 

68bps (-5bps, m/m) respectively. 

Bbg Barclays GCC Credit Index – YTW % 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

Total return on Bloomberg Barclays GCC bond index last month was 

a slight gain though annualized return still remains a loss of -0.7%. 

This compares with total loss of over 2.7% on the wider USD EM 

bond index and annualized loss of 2.4% on the US IG corporate 

bond index. 

 

The biggest news of the month was the bail-out package for 

Bahrain. As was widely anticipated, KSA, Kuwait and the UAE 

agreed to provide funding support of upto USD 10bn to Bahrain over 

the next four years to 2022. As per the agreement, Bahrain is to 

undertake measures to bring down its budget deficit to only -0.1% 

of GDP from the current level of circa 10% of GDP. Its debt to GDP 

is required to reduce from current 87% to 82% by 2022. The support 

amount of USD 10bn will cover 50% of Bahrain’s total financing 

requirements upto 2022 and will be utilized to fund maturing public 

debt as well as budget deficits.  

 

As part of the funding package, Bahrain is to increase revenue and 

reduce expenditure via cutting subsidies and redirecting 

government benefits and thereby generate savings of circa BHD 

854 million. Government subsidies on water and electricity are to 

reduce from BHD 350 million in 2014 to almost zero by 2022. 

Bahrain needs to improve its credit rating in order to cut the cost of 
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debt funding. It also needs to set up an internal audit unit and DMO 

within the Ministry of Finance. 

Bahrain Budget Deficit BHD millions 

 
Source: Bahrain’s ministry of finance 

 

Not surprisingly Bahrain curve was the best performer last month 

with 5yr CDS sread tightening another 6bps to 293bps. 

 

In contrast, sentiment on Saudi Arabian bonds weakened as 

investors worried about the potential impact of the ongoing tension 

between the USA and the KSA relating to the missing journalist. 

Yield on KSA 26s widened by 20bps during the month to 4.29% and 

5yr CDS spreades increased 7bps to 85bps.  

 

GCC Bonds - Primary Market   

Year to date total bonds and sukuk from the GCC region reached 

USD 66bn and appears well on the path to achieve our full year 

target of between USD 80 – 90bn of new supply this year.  

GCC New issues (USD’bn)   

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Currencies  

The dollar declines over the previous month 

October has been a roller-coaster for the dollar. Fueled by firm 

economic data and rising yields, the dollar started the month by 

advancing towards its previous 2018 highs, last seen in August. 

These gains however could not be sustained and following a 

noticeable decline in equity markets and outspoken criticism of the 

Fed from President Trump, these gains turned into declines in quick 

succession. 

 

Since our last monthly publication, the Dollar Index (DXY) has 

declined 0.44% to trade at 95.027. There are some technical 

observations to take into account when considering the future 

direction of the USD. Analysis of the daily candle chart shows that 

the formerly supportive 50-day moving average (95.219) is now 

acting as a resistance with the price hovering between the 50 and 

100-day moving averages indicating there may be some range 

bound activity, however the weekly candle chart tells a different 

story which points to a bearish conclusion for USD. The 200-week 

moving average (95.759) has continued to cap gains and the index 

is currently on target to close below the 100-week moving average 

(95.278) for a second week. Should the 100-day moving average 

(94.870) be breached, there is a high risk of a more significant 

decline towards 93.70 (close to the 61.8% one-year Fibonacci 

retracement). 

DXY sitys between 50 and 100-day MAs 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

EURUSD recovers from lows  

EURUSD has lost some ground over the last month, and is currently 

trading 0.28% lower at 1.1574. The price had hit a low of 1.1432 on 

October 9th but was able to recover some ground after the dollar lost 

ground. Initially the Euro came under pressure amid mounting fears 

that trade tensions would weigh on the Eurozone’s growth. Initial 

relief came as a result of the news that the U.S. had reached a 

preliminary trade deal with Mexico and was seeking approval from 

congress to negotiate a trade deal with the EU. However, further 

losses were mainly halted by USD softness. With U.S. equity 

markets falling more than 4% from the 8th-12th October, the dollar 

found itself under pressure. Putting further wind in this rebound, 

President Trump made comments referring to Jerome Powell’s  

Federal Reserve as “going loco” with their pace of normalization of 

monetary policy piled additional pressure on the dollar,  

subsequently referring to the Fed as his ‘biggest threat’.  

EURUSD tests 50-day MA 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

As we go to print, EURUSD is trading at 1.1570, below the 50-day 

moving average (1.1585). It has tested this level several times since 

closing below it on 28th September 2018. In the medium term, we 

expexct a break back above this level to catalyse a move to 1.1650 

(above the 100-day moving average of 1.1628) followed by larger 

gains towards 1.1780 (38.2% one-year Fibonacci retracement).  

 

Despite trade concerns and political uncertasinty weighing on 

Eurozone sentiment, the ECB shows every intention to continue with 

its plan to end the Asset Purchase Program by the end of 2018. As 

the central bank moves closer towards the normalization of 

monetary policy next year, the EUR should benefit and strengthen 

against the dollar.  

 

Choppy GBP but up overall 

During the last 30 days, GBPUSD has gained nearly 1%, climbing 

to 1.3189. The fundamentals that have driven this move were both 

economic and political. Overall there has been increasing optimism 

over a deal being worked out between the UK and European Union, 

although  this prospect still faces big hurdles. Confidence in sterling 

was reinforced by firm economic data which confirmed continued 

tightness in the U.K’s labour market, with the unemployment rate 
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remaining at 4.0% in August and wages (excluding bonuses) 

increasing 3.1% y/y. 

GBPUSD breaks above 100-day MA 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Driven by these improving fundamentals, GBPUSD climbed back 

above the 100-day moving average (1.3098) which is now acting as 

a daily support. Furthermore, analysis of the weekly candle charts 

show that for a third week, the price is on target to close above the 

100-week moving average (1.3117). These developments are 

technically bullish for the pound while these levels hold, a retest of 

the 38.2% one-year Fibonacci retracement (1.3317) can be 

expected in the medium term.  

 

JPY underperforms in September 

Over the last 30 days, USDJPY has risen 0.39% to reach 112.07. 

Aided by a rise in the 10-year U.S. Treasury yields above 3.20%, 

USDJPY reached a new 2018 high of 114.55 on October 4th before 

falling back to the current levels. The main driver behind this decline 

was JPY strength derived from safe haven bids as equity markets 

fell and risk aversion became the more dominant theme. 

Fundamentally risk appetite and yields should continue to be the 

main driver behind USDJPY, with the threat that if yields continue to 

rise, we may see further yen softness.  

USDJPY finds support at 50-day MA 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Technically the cross appears to be supported by the 50-day moving 

average (111.87) for now. However, the risk is that a break and daily 

close below this level can initiate a greater decline, initially towards 

the 100-day moving average (111.34) and 100-week moving 

average (111.35) followed by a decline towards 110.85 (61.8% one-

year Fibonacci retracement). This risk of this outcome will be 

substantially higher while USDJPY continues to trade below the 

76.4% one year Fibonacci retracement (112.33). 
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Equities 

Global equities were lower over the last month as investors 

became wary of the lack of progress on key issues confronting 

markets since the start of the quarter.  

 

The recent sharp correction in equity markets reflects a growing 

realization among market participants that we are on a synchronized 

path to normalization on both monetary policy and economic growth 

fronts across economies. The IMF downgraded the global GDP 

forecast for the first time since 2016, and now expects world output 

in 2018 and 2019 to grow at 3.7%, 0.2% lower than its estimates in 

July 2018.  

 

Corporate earnings, which have been acting as a balm during spurts 

of volatility in 2018, also face challenges. While the current Q3 2018 

season has started on a strong footing, the focus has rightly shifted 

to future guidance amid growing headwinds of tight monetary policy, 

a stronger USD, high oil prices and uncertain trade outlook. It is no 

surprise then to see a sharp increase in the number of companies 

relative to Q2 2018 citing these factors during their earnings 

conference calls. According to FactSet, nearly 60% of companies 

who have reported so far have cited currency pressures and 25% 

have mentioned impact of tariffs on earnings. The boost to corporate 

earnings in H1 2018 from tax benefits has also begun to fade away.  

 

Over the last month, the MSCI World index has dropped -3.2% on 

the back of weakness across its sub-indices. The MSCI G7 index, 

the MSCI emerging market index and the MSCI frontier market 

index dropped -3.0% 1m, -3.1% 1m and -2.0% 1m respectively. It is 

also worth noting that the weighting of US stocks in the MSCI World 

index has grown to its highest level at 62.4%. While the decline was 

broad based among developed market indices, emerging markets 

saw pockets of outperformance. Brazil’s Bovespa index and 

Turkey’s BIST 100 index have rallied +11.6% 1m and +5.4% 1m 

respectively following decline in domestic political risks in both these 

countries. Volatility increased across the board. The VIX index, the 

V2X index and the CBOE EM ETF Volatility rose +27.7% 1m, 

+11.5% 1m and +12.2% 1m respectively. 

 

Heading into final months of 2018, politics are likely to dictate 

investor sentiment.  Each of these political events are likely to have 

multi-fold impact. The results of mid-term elections in the US could 

well play a part in how the ongoing trade skirmish between the US 

and China shapes up. Similarly, the outcome of Brexit talks between 

the European Union and the UK will lead to many changes as will 

the handling of the Italian budget issues by the EU. Given the binary 

nature of outcome in all these events, volatility in equity markets are 

expected to remain at elevated levels.  

 

Valuations 

The recent correction has brought into focus the valuation 

proposition across equity markets given the back drop of continued 

stable macroeconomic growth and solid start to Q3 2018 earnings 

season.   

 

If we look at broad indices, the MSCI World index is currently trading 

at 15.8x 2018E earnings and 14.5x 2019E earnings compared to its 

10-year average of 14.1x. Among developed market equities, the 

S&P 500 index is trading at 17.4x 2018E and 15.8x 2019E earnings 

while the Euro Stoxx 600 index is trading at 13.8x 2018E and 12.6x 

2019E earnings. The differential in valuation needs to be put in 

perspective with earnings growth expectations for the US and 

European corporates. The consensus expectation is for 23.0% 

growth in 2018 earnings for companies in the S&P 500 index 

compared to 7.9% for companies in the Euro Stoxx 600 index. 

However, the difference narrows in 2019 expectations with earnings 

expected to grow 10.3% in 2019 for US companies and 9.3% for 

European companies. 

 

The MSCI EM index is currently trading at 11.3x 2018E earnings 

and 10.1x 2019E earnings relative to its 10-year average of 11.1x. 

While emerging markets are not a homogenous group of 

economies, the flow of funds into emerging markets is generally 

driven by the valuation differential between the developed market 

and emerging market equities. The valuation difference looks more 

stark when considering that the earnings growth in emerging 

markets is just about beginning to pick up pace. According to 

consensus estimates earnings are expected to grow 11.8% in 2019 

in emerging markets (MSCI EM index) compared to 9.5% globally 

(MSCI World index). It is also worth noting at the point that despite 

the recent correction developed market equities are in positive 

territory for the year. The MSCI G7 index is +0.8% ytd compared to 

-15.0% ytd decline in the MSCI EM index. 

Valuation gap between emerging market 
and US stocks widens (BEst PE ratio) 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Regionally, the relative valuation theory looks even more potent. 

The DFM index is currently trading at 7.3x earnings compared to the 

MSCI EM index which is trading at 11.9x earnings. However, other 

markets in the region are trading at a premium to the broader 

emerging markets. The Tadawul index is trading at 14.2x 12m 

forward earnings and the Boursa Kuwait Premier Market index is 

trading at 14.9x 12m forward earnings. Having said that, it is 

necessary to consider that both these markets have been included 

in emerging market indices by leading index providers MSCI and 

FTSE Russell. The implementation date is set for mid-2019 and 
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hence funds tracking these indices are likely to buy into these 

markets ahead and just after the implementation.  

 

The dividend differential also needs to be factored in for regional 

markets valuations. The 12m forward dividend yield for MSCI GCC 

countirs index is projected at 4.33% compared to 3.13% for the 

MSCI EM index. 

DFM trading at close to lowest valuation 
multiples 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Primary markets 

Primary markets serve as key indicator for secondary equity 

markets. The appetite for primary issues is a direct function of the 

investors view on the secondary market. Also, it has been noted that 

primary activity peaks during late-cycle bull-runs. 

 

According to E&Y, IPO activity levels in the first nine months of 2018 

were higher than the 10-year median in both volumes and money 

raised. There have been c. 1000 IPOs in 9M 2018 raising c. USD 

145bn. While activity in the primary market was higher than long-

term averages, it was lower than that in the previous year. The 

number of issuances was lower was 18% y/y and money raised was 

9% y/y lower. On a quarterly basis, activity in Q3 2018 was notably 

lower than in Q2 2018 even after considering that Q3 2018 is 

generally a quiet period for primary markets. Compared to Q3 2017, 

the number of issuances and money raised in Q3 2018 was lower 

by 22% y/y and 9% y/y respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

US & Asia Pacific dominates (Proceeds, 
USD bn, ytd) 

 
Source: E&Y 

 

Among major markets, the primary market trend mirrored the 

performance of secondary markets in those region. Activity 

remained strong in the US and Japan but was weaker in Asia Pacific 

ex-Japan and Europe, Middle East, India and Africa region. It is no 

surprise given that both US and Japanese equity indices are still in 

positive territory for the year despite the recent correction. The 

sector breakdown of primary market issuers also reflects the trend 

seen in secondary markets with technology and healthcare stocks 

dominating. Both these sectors accounted for nearly one-third of 

total IPOs in 9M 2018. The healthcare and technology sectors in the 

S&P 500 index has so far returned 17.7% and 7.6% respectively so 

far in 2018. 
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Commodities 

Gold prices have begun to display a turnaround after hitting a 

recent floor close to USD 1,200/troy oz. Our forecast for gold 

prices is for an improvement in the final months of 2018 before 

accelerating next year as economic growth is at risk of faltering 

in major markets and risk factors remain high. Trade disputes 

will continue to weigh on PGMs but relative under-pricing 

supports our view for an improvement next year.  

 

Escalating tension between Saudi Arabia and the west along with 

the risk of a breakdown in budget negotiations between Italy and the 

European Commission and a major selloff in global equity markets 

appear to be behind gold’s recent bounce to nearly USD 1,230/troy 

oz. Gold prices had endured levels around USD 1,200/troy oz for 

most of Q3 as the US dollar and UST yields pushed to new highs 

for the year.  

Gold sparkles in last few weeks 

 
Source: EIKON, Emirates NBD Research.  

 

We expect gold’s recent gains to be sustained and lengthen next 

year even as the Fed carries on with policy normalization. There is 

a strong risk that the current strength in the US economy will show 

signs of waning by the end of 2019. The labour market is 

enormously tight and the scale of decline in the unemployment rate 

should be limited considering how low the jobless rate already is. 

Wage pressure will continue to rise, feeding into inflation, and also 

squeezing corporate profitability which had been flattered this year 

thanks to the one-off effect of tax cuts. The economy is running well 

above its long run potential growth rate and signs of faltering growth 

could push investors away from equities and into more traditional 

safe-haven assets.  

 

Gold has traditionally been sought out as a hedge against inflation. 

By and large in data stretching back to 2000 gold has outperformed 

CPI in the US by a comfortable margin although on a longer trend 

(back to 1990) the outperformance (and premium over holding cash) 

is much narrower. In emerging markets gold has performed more 

solidly as an inflation hedge, assuming easy access to purchasing 

bullion. 

Gold’s inflation hedge performance 

 
Source: EIKON, Emirates NBD Research. Note: y/y performance in gold 

prices in local currency vs CPI y/y. 

 

Beyond markets, political risks in the US centred on the mid-term 

elections could frustrate the Trump administration’s domestic 

policies and prompt a more active international agenda. The chance 

for miscalculation internationally remains high and would be a 

support for gold prices if trade debates between the US and China, 

for example, threaten global growth.  

 

We maintain a positive outlook on PGMs for now given their much 

tighter supply profiles. However, both are more likely to be at risk of 

an escalation in trade disputes between the US and its partners, 

particularly if automobile production falls into focus. Palladium 

prices have recovered sharply after hitting lows near USD 850/troy 

oz and we expect gains to continue into 2019. Platinum is also finally 

beginning to show some signs of improvement after hitting multi-

year lows nearly USD 750/troy oz in mid-2018.  

 

Silver has had the worst performance of all the precious metals, 

down nearly 14% ytd although it appears to have found a floor near 

USD 14//troy oz. Like the PGMs, the outlook for silver will be highly 

dependent on the outcome of trade discussions but we are now 

more cautious on its performance in 2019 particularly as the market 

appears well supplied.   

Gold positioning exceptionally short 

 
Source: EIKON, Emirates NBD Research.  
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One characteristic shared between gold, silver and platinum is how 

short the speculative market is. All three metals are in a net short 

position as measured by speculative interest with only palladium 

showing net length, and that far below levels it saw in 2017. An 

escalation in political risk or signs of weaker economic growth could 

see short positions squeezed sharply and prompt a sharp 

readjustment upward in prices.  
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GCC in Pictures 

GCC Oil Production and Oil Price 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Inflation 

 
Source: Haver Analytics, Emirates NBD Research 

Money supply (ex Government. deposits)  

 
Source: Haver Analytics, Emirates NBD Research 

 

 

 

 

Purchasing Managers’ Index 

 
Source: IHS Markit, Emirates NBD Research 

 

CDS Spreads 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

Private sector credit* 

 
*Qatar data is bank loan growth to private sector, not total private 

sector credit. Source: Haver Analytics, Emirates NBD Research 
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FX–Major Currency Pairs & Real Interest Rates 

Interest Rate Differentials–EUR  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

Interest Rate Differentials-CHF 
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Interest Rate Differentials-CAD 
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Interest Rate Differentials-GBP 
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Interest Rate Differentials-JPY 
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Interest Rate Differentials-AUD 
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Major Equity Markets 

MENA Equity Markets 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

 

 

European Equity Markets 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 
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Major Commodities Markets 

US oil production and price 

 
Source: EIKON, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Copper stocks and price 

 
Source: EIKON, Emirates NBD Research 

 

Precious metals prices 

 
Source: EIKON, Emirates NBD Research 
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Key Economic Forecasts - GCC 

United Arab Emirates 2015 2016 2017 2018f 2019f 

Nominal GDP $bn 358.4 357.3 382.8 426.8 448.7 

Real GDP % 5.1 3.0 0.8 2.2 3.6 

Current A/C % GDP 4.7 2.4 3.6 7.1 6.9 

Budget Balance % GDP -3.4 -4.2 -2.6 1.3 2.2 

CPI % 4.1 1.6 2.0 3.5 1.7 

Saudi Arabia      

Nominal GDP $bn 654.3 644.9 683.8 769.2 803.0 

Real GDP % 4.1 1.7 -0.7 2.0 2.4 

Current A/C % GDP -8.7 -3.7 2.2 9.1 9.1 

Budget Balance % GDP -15.8 -12.9 -9.3 -2.8 -3.6 

CPI % 1.2 2.1 -0.8 2.5 2.0 

Qatar      

Nominal GDP $bn 161.7 151.7 166.9 191.0 201.8 

Real GDP % 3.4 1.8 1.1 3.1 3.6 

Current A/C % GDP 8.5 -5.5 3.8 8.1 13.5 

Budget Balance % GDP -1.9 -9.0 -4.9 -0.7 0.0 

CPI % 1.9 2.7 0.4 1.0 2.0 

Kuwait      

Nominal GDP $bn 114.6 109.4 119.5 140.2 149.0 

Real GDP % 0.6 2.9 -3.5 2.4 3.0 

Current A/C% GDP 3.5 -4.6 6.3 14.3 15.3 

Budget Balance % GDP -13.4 -13.9 -9.0 0.4 2.8 

CPI % 3.3 3.2 1.6 1.0 2.0 

Oman      

Nominal GDP $bn 68.8 66.7 72.5 84.1 87.7 

Real GDP % 4.7 5.4 1.0 2.6 3.6 

Current A/C % GDP -15.9 -18.5 -14.9 -3.6 -5.9 

Budget Balance % GDP -17.5 -20.6 -12.5 -5.5 -3.8 

CPI % 0.1 1.1 1.6 1.0 3.0 

Bahrain      

Nominal GDP $bn 31.1 32.2 35.3 38.9 41.0 

Real GDP % 2.9 3.2 3.9 2.9 3.4 

Current A/C % GDP -2.4 -4.6 -3.9 -1.6 -0.4 

Budget Balance % GDP -13.0 -13.5 -11.4 -8.0 -5.9 

CPI % 1.8 2.8 1.4 2.5 3.0 

GCC (Nominal GDP weighted avg)      

Nominal GDP $bn 433 429 454 508 530 

Real GDP % 4.0 2.4 -0.1 2.2 3.0 

Current A/C % GDP -2.4 -3.1 2.1 8.0 8.6 

Budget Balance % GDP -10.8 -10.6 -7.2 -1.5 -1.2 

CPI % 2.2 2.1 0.4 2.4 2.0 

Source: Haver Analytics, National sources, Emirates NBD Research 
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Key Economic Forecasts – Non-GCC Oil Importers 

Egypt* 2015 2016 2017e 2018f 2019f 

Nominal GDP $bn 332.6 332.4 223.0 236.5 276.8 

Real GDP % 4.4 4.3 4.2 5.3 5.5 

Current A/C % GDP -3.7 -6.0 -6.5 -2.5 -2.4 

Budget Balance % GDP -11.43 -12.05 -10.96 -9.42 -8.82 

CPI % 10.4 13.7 29.6 15.0 12.0 

Jordan      

Nominal GDP $bn 37.5 38.7 40.3 41.7 43.2 

Real GDP % 2.4 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.6 

Current A/C % GDP -9.1 -9.5 -10.7 -8.1 -7.4 

Budget Balance % GDP -3.4 -3.2 -2.7 -3.0 -2.7 

CPI % -0.9 -0.8 3.3 5.2 3.8 

Lebanon      

Nominal GDP $bn 50.1 51.1 57.6 63.0 67.5 

Real GDP % 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 

Current A/C % GDP -17.0 -20.5 -21.5 -19.9 -19.6 

Budget Balance % GDP -8.0 -9.8 -6.9 -9.4 -9.6 

CPI % -3.8 -0.8 4.5 7.0 5.5 

Morocco      

Nominal GDP $bn 101.3 103.3 109.6 118.7 122.6 

Real GDP % 4.5 1.1 4.1 3.0 2.7 

Current A/C % GDP -4.2 -3.6 -3.5 -3.3 0.0 

Budget Balance % GDP -4.5 -4.2 -3.5 -3.3 -2.8 

CPI % 1.6 1.6 0.8 2.2 1.9 

Tunisia      

Nominal GDP $bn 43.0 41.7 39.0 40.3 41.5 

Real GDP % 1.1 1.0 1.7 2.7 2.9 

Current A/C % GDP -8.9 -8.9 -10.5 -9.7 -8.8 

Budget Balance % GDP -4.8 -6.2 -6.3 -4.6 -4.4 

CPI % 4.9 3.7 5.3 7.5 6.9 

Oil Importers  (GDP weighted avg)      

Nominal GDP $bn 224.3 223.9 145.3 154.6 180.9 

Real GDP % 3.71 3.05 3.40 3.82 4.02 

Current A/C % GDP -5.7 -7.3 -8.3 -6.0 -4.8 

Budget Balance % GDP -8.8 -9.4 -7.6 -7.0 -6.8 

CPI % 6.4 8.5 15.5 9.5 7.9 

Source: Haver Analytics, National sources, Emirates NBD Research 

*Egypt data refers to fiscal year (July-June) 
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Key Economic Forecasts – Non-GCC Oil Exporters 

Algeria 2015 2016 2017e 2018f 2019f 

Nominal GDP $bn 166.5 160.2 165.6 165.1 170.0 

Real GDP % 3.7 3.3 1.6 2.4 2.9 

Current A/C % GDP -12.9 -12.3 -13.2 -8.5 -7.2 

Budget Balance % GDP -15.3 -13.1 -6.6 -7.0 -6.1 

CPI % 4.4 5.8 6.0 4.0 5.3 

Iran      

Nominal GDP $bn 419.6 441.8 433.9 424.8 465.5 

Real GDP % -1.4 12.4 3.3 -1.9 -4.0 

Current A/C % GDP 0.3 3.7 3.6 0.3 -2.5 

Budget Balance % GDP -5.2397 -4.7704 -5.1316 -5.6419 -7.9395 

CPI % 15.8 8.7 10.0 22.0 26.0 

Iraq      

Nominal GDP $bn 164.2 165.2 184.6 214.7 242.8 

Real GDP % 4.0 11.0 -0.3 3.5 4.3 

Current A/C% GDP 2.5 1.7 1.7 4.4 4.8 

Budget Balance % GDP -13.0 -14.5 -6.6 -4.4 -4.0 

CPI % 1.2 1.3 0.7 0.5 2.4 

Libya      

Nominal GDP $bn 34.4 43.6 63.3 78.4 92.3 

Real GDP % -0.1 -6.9 34.8 8.1 9.6 

Current A/C% GDP -9.4 -10.2 -9.5 -8.6 -8.7 

Budget Balance % GDP -21.8 -18.1 -10.6 -4.2 -4.0 

CPI % 9.5 9.5 25.0 11.5 10.0 

Oil Exporters (GDP weighted avg)      

Nominal GDP $bn 300.0 312.4 299.5 294.2 322.5 

Real GDP % 0.8 9.0 5.0 1.3 0.4 

Current A/C % GDP 0.4 0.6 -1.0 -1.8 -3.1 

Budget Balance % GDP -6.2 -7.9 -7.9 -6.6 -6.4 

CPI % 9.7 6.1 8.0 12.8 15.1 
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Key Economic Forecasts - Global 

US 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018f 2019f 

Real GDP % 2.6 2.9 1.5 2.2 2.7 2.5 

Current A/C % GDP -2.1 -2.4 -2.4 -2.3 -3.0 -2.5 

Budget Balance % GDP -2.7 -2.6 -3.1 -3.4 -3.5 -4.7 

CPI % 1.6 0.1 1.3 2.1 2.5 2.3 

Eurozone       

Real GDP % 1.3 2.1 1.8 2.4 2.3 1.8 

Current A/C % GDP 2.4 3.2 3.3 3.5 2.8 3.2 

Budget Balance % GDP -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -0.9 -1.6 -0.9 

CPI % 0.4 0.0 0.2 1.5 1.5 1.7 

UK       

Real GDP % 3.1 2.3 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.5 

Current A/C% GDP -5.3 -5.2 -5.8 -3.9 -3.3 -3.3 

Budget Balance % GDP -5.3 -4.1 -2.9 -1.8 -2.8 -1.8 

CPI % 1.5 0.0 0.7 2.7 2.6 2.1 

Japan       

Real GDP % 0.4 1.4 0.9 1.8 1.2 1.0 

Current A/C % GDP 0.8 3.1 3.8 4.0 3.5 3.8 

Budget Balance % GDP -7.7 -6.7 -5.7 -3.5 -4.8 -3.8 

CPI % 2.7 0.8 -0.1 0.5 1.0 1.1 

China       

Real GDP % 7.3 6.9 6.7 6.9 6.5 6.3 

Current A/C % GDP 2.3 2.8 1.8 1.3 1.3 0.6 

Budget Balance %GDP -1.8 -3.4 -3.8 -3.7 -3.5 -3.5 

CPI% 2.0 1.4 2.0 1.6 2.2 2.3 

India*       

Real GDP% 6.4 7.4 8.2 7.1 7.3 7.8 

Current A/C% GDP -1.4 -1.1 -0.6 -1.5 -2.0 -2.8 

Budget Balance % GDP -4.3 -3.5 -3.7 -3.9 -3.5 -3.3 

CPI % 6.7 4.9 5.0 3.3 3.9 4.6 

Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 

*For India the data refers to fiscal year (April – March)  
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FX Forecasts 

FX Forecasts - Major Forwards 

 16-Oct Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 3m 6m 12m 

EUR/USD 1.1577 1.1900 1.2100 1.2350 1.2500 1.1672 1.1765 1.1969 

USD/JPY 112.01 112.00 110.00 110.00 110.00 111.13 110.30 108.47 

USD/CHF 0.9881 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9800 0.9790 0.9703 0.9517 

GBP/USD 1.3216 1.3300 1.3500 1.4000 1.4400 1.3279 1.3338 1.3467 

AUD/USD 0.7128 0.7300 0.7550 0.7700 0.8000 0.7135 0.7145 0.7172 

NZD/USD 0.6581 0.6600 0.6900 0.7100 0.7400 0.6586 0.6595 0.6620 

USD/CAD 1.2969 1.2700 1.2650 1.2600 1.2500 1.2943 1.2924 1.2885 

EUR/GBP 0.8760 0.8947 0.8963 0.8821 0.8681 0.8790 0.8821 0.8888 

EUR/JPY 129.67 133.28 133.10 135.85 137.50 129.67 129.67 129.67 

EUR/CHF 1.1439 1.1662 1.1858 1.2103 1.2250 1.1427 1.1415 1.1391 

FX Forecasts - Emerging Forwards 

 16-Oct Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 3m 6m 12m 

USD/SAR* 3.7513 3.7500 3.7500 3.7500 3.7500 3.7511 3.7519 3.7573 

USD/AED* 3.6730 3.6730 3.6730 3.6730 3.6730 3.6738 3.6745 -- 

USD/KWD 0.3030 0.3020 0.3020 0.3020 0.3020 0.3005 0.2975 -- 

USD/OMR* 0.3848 0.3850 0.3850 0.3850 0.3850 0.3857 0.3863 0.3886 

USD/BHD* 0.3770 0.3770 0.3770 0.3770 0.3770 0.3774 0.3778 0.3787 

USD/QAR* 3.6584 3.6400 3.6400 3.6400 3.6400 3.6547 3.6525 3.6500 

USD/EGP 17.9553 18.0000 18.1250 18.2500 18.2500 18.4250 18.9050 19.8800 

USD/INR 73.588 71.000 72.000 68.000 67.000 74.5800 75.4800 77.0200 

USD/CNY 6.9187 6.9000 7.0000 7.1000 7.2000 6.9402 6.9702 7.0000 

USD/SGD 1.3758 1.3500 1.3200 1.3000 1.2900 1.3731 1.3700 1.3629 

Data as of 16 October 2018 

Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 
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Interest Rate Forecasts 

USD Swaps Forecasts Forwards 

 Current 3M 6M 12M 3M 6M 12M 

2y 3.07 3.25 3.35 3.35    

10y 3.23 3.45 3.45 3.30    

2s10s (bp) 16 20 10 -5    

US Treasuries Forecasts US Treasuries Forecasts 

2y 2.87 3.10 3.25 3.35    

10y 3.17 3.40 3.40 3.30    

2s10s (bp) 30 30 15 -5    

3M Libor 3M Libor 

3m 2.44 

 

2.67 2.92 3.20    

3M Eibor 3M Eibor 

3m 2.64 2.85 3.10 3.35    

Policy Rate Forecasts 

 Current % 3M 6M 12M    

FED (Upper Band) 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00    

ECB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25    

BoE 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00    

BoJ -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10    

SNB -0.75 -0.75 -0.75 -0.75    

RBA 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.75    

RBI (repo) 6.50 6.75 7.00 7.00    

SAMA (reverse repo) 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.25    

UAE (1W repo) 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25    

CBK (o/n repo rate) 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00    

QCB (repo rate) 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25    

CBB (o/n depo) 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00    

CBO (o/n repo) 2.72 2.97 3.25 3.55    

CBE (o/n depo) 16.75 16.75 15.75 14.75    

Source: Bloomberg, Emirates NBD Research 
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Commodity Forecasts 

Global commodity prices  

 Last 2019Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2018 2019 

Energy        

WTI 72.03 65.00 65.00 67.50 68.00  66.32   66.38  

Brent 81.45  78.00 75.00 70.00 70.00  73.76   73.25  

Precious metals  

Gold  1,221.04  1,300.00   1,350.00   1,350.00   1,380.00  1,281.83 1,345.00 

Silver  14.61  15.00   15.25   15.50   15.00   15.80  15.19 

Platinum 836.90  850.00   900.00   950.00   950.00  872.18  912.50 

Palladium 1,075.74  1,000.00   1,050.00   1,150.00   1,150.00   989.84 1,087.50 

Base metals        

Aluminum 

(USD/metric 

tonne) 

2,031.00  2,050.00   2,150.00   2,150.00   2,250.00   2,119.69   2,150.00  

Copper 

(USD/metric 

tonne) 

6,205.50  6,500.00   7,000.00   7,250.00   7,500.00   6,553.44   7,062.50  

Lead 2,058.00  2,165.96   2,312.58   2,385.26   2,457.64   2,259.32   2,330.36  

Nickel 12,530.00  13,000.00  12,500.00   12,250.00   11,850.00   13,552.07   12,400.00  

Tin 18,200.00  21,000.00  20,750.00   20,750.00   20,500.00   20,219.32   20,750.00  

Zinc 2,605.50  2,579.80   2,744.51   2,825.87   2,906.75   2,857.12   2,764.23  

Prices as of 17 October 2018. Note: prices are average of time period unless indicated otherwise.  

Source: EIKON, Emirates NBD Research 
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Disclaimer 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ACCESS FOR THE PUBLICATION BEFORE THE USE THEREOF. By continuing to access and use the 

publication, you signify you accept these terms and conditions. Emirates NBD reserves the right to amend, remove, or add to the publication and Disclaimer at any time. Such 

modifications shall be effective immediately. Accordingly, please continue to review this Disclaimer whenever accessing, or using the publication. Your access of, and use of the 

publication, after modifications to the Disclaimer will constitute your acceptance of the terms and conditions of use of the publication, as modified. If, at any time, you do not wish to 

accept the content of this Disclaimer, you may not access, or use the publication. Any terms and conditions proposed by you which are in addition to or which conflict with this 

Disclaimer are expressly rejected by Emirates NBD and shall be of no force or effect. Information contained herein is believed by Emirates NBD to be accurate and true but Emirates 

NBD expresses no representation or warranty of such accuracy and accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any loss or damage caused by any act or omission taken as a result 

of the information contained in the publication. The publication is provided for informational uses only and is not intended for trading purposes. Charts, graphs and related 

data/information provided herein are intended to serve for illustrative purposes. The data/information contained in the publication is not designed to initiate or conclude any 

transaction. In addition, the data/information contained in the publication is prepared as of a particular date and time and will not reflect subsequent changes in the market or changes 

in any other factors relevant to their determination. The publication may include data/information taken from stock exchanges and other sources from around the world and Emirates 

NBD does not guarantee the sequence, accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of information contained in the publication provided thereto by or obtained from unaffiliated third 

parties. Moreover, the provision of certain data/information in the publication may be subject to the terms and conditions of other agreements to which Emirates NBD is a party.  

 

None of the content in the publication constitutes a solicitation, offer or recommendation by Emirates NBD to buy or sell any security, or represents the provision by Emirates NBD 
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